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Accounting Club BAKE SALE
Hall of Governors
Oct. 15
From9 a.m.till all the goodies
are gone

{708} 534-5000 X2140

Full Blown Strategy In
- -The Works For Ethnic/Minority
Students At GSU

Hall of Governors

Best costwne prizes

Fn:e Admission
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Arrival Of CSU's New President
Dr. Delores Cross Highlight Of Seminar
Hey, K&O,
what.'U ya, have?

1\BKJ!KBBI\, t.he next time yo
belly up to the bar, that you're
not the only one on the road!

TBDTK before you DB.IlfX tt

by Barbara Johnson
Cultural diversity was an important subject at GSU; two
meetings on the subject were held
on campus in one week.
A short seminar, Enhancing
Cultural Diversity, took place in
Engbretson Hall on Wednesday,
Sept.25.
The other event was a reception
for ethnic/minority students held
in the Student Life meeting room
on Thursday, Sept. 26.
Dr. Leo Goodman-Malamuth,
president of GSU made opening
remarks at the Enhancing Cultural
Diversity Seminar. Glenn Abbott,
chairperson of the University Advisory Committee for Cultural Diversity and Affirmative Action
and Ron Tunis, chairperson of the
Council for Cultural Diversity
were the panelists present. A~
sent was Dr. Roger Oden, president of the African American
Staff Caucus.

Programs in the works under
the auspices of the University Advisory Committee include a 'mentor' program for minority students,
plans for encouraging foreign student enrollment and retention,
various workshops and discussion
groups, an awards ceremony for
those who forward the goals of
cultural diversity and afftrmative
action.
Also mentioned was a Fellowship to assist women into university administration positions.
The committee involves the entire university as well as the community at large. It is made up of 12
individuals. These include six
faculty members, two university
staff members, two administration members, one student, and
one community member.
Fall trimester events include
the Latino Cultural Awareness
Program on Oct 9 (c<>-sponsored
by the Council for Cultural Diversity) and a video conference

scheduled for Nov. 20 in conjunction with CSU and liT.
The seminar's highlight was the
arrival of Dr. Delores Cross, the
"running prez' of Chicago State
University.
She is the fli'St African American
woman to head an Illinois university.
Her message encouraged all
people to appreciate their own
culture and the positive impact of
other cultures.
Her main thrust addressed the
problem of minority student
retention. Chicago State University's student body is 71Pc minority/
ethnic.
Programs in place include an
academic support safety net
whereby ·at risk' students are
monitored for problems to prevent academic discipline pr<>cedures.
Peer telephone calls have
proven effective in letting students

Dr. Michael Purdy Co-authors
Textbook On Good Listening
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If you need a penny take
one ...

if not drop one in!
'lbey need your help! To date SHHi5 bas been collected. 1be goal
this yelll' is $2300 which must he reached by December 15. Put
your peDDles iD the cup!

UNIVERSITY PARK- Listening is a matter of give and take.
"You're learning as a listener,"
says Dr. Michael Purdy, professor
of communication at Governors
State University. But, he adds, by
listening "you take a risk that you
might hear something different"
from what you expected. As a consequence, you could be forced to
make a change.
"Each of us spends at least 45
percent of our daily communication time listening, as compared

to roughly 30 percent speaking
and 16 percent listening," the pr<>fessor explains. "Listening is a
predominant part of our everyday
life."
What you hear, how you hear it
and what message you carry away
from a conversation depends on
how the message is presented, but
more importantly, on how the
message is received. Dr. Purdy
believes.
"You can tell employees what to
do, but if the conversation wasn't

at their level or in a context they
will understand, then it's likely
you won't get the results you
want" he notes. The interaction of
pres~nting information for action
versus giving direction is what Dr.
Purdy calls "employee empowerment," and he says it can make
a difference.
Historically, Dr. Purdy says
we've looked to authors or presenters, producers or directors for
meanings. Today, we go to the text
to discover the meaning of a
Confdon p. 8
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Ecological Guilt
by Laura Hays

I plead guilty. I don't call my
mother-in-law enough. I don't clip
coupons. I avoid the room-mother
sign-up list I preach good nutrition to my kids and then skip
breakfast myself.
I was raised to be a perfectly
normal modern American woman. Which means I carry around a
healthy (or maybe not-s~ healthy)
burden of guilt My life is full of
"shoulds." These mostly selfimposed "shoulds'' often make me
feel not-s~good about myself. I
know I should feel good about the
things I DO do well. fm a decent
cook, for instance, and I seldom
forget a friend's birthday. Oh wei~
being too hard on myself is just
another thing to feel guilty
about!
So because I already have plenty to feel guilty about, I don't need
to add another guilt to my trip. But
lately I have been suffering from
"Ecological Guilt"
I buy those cute little packages
of chips and those convenient little tubs of pudding for my kids'
lunches. I hereby plead guilty to
supporting over-packaged pr~
ducts. Last week I encouraged my
daughter to use a paper towel instead of a clean dishtowel to wipe
..
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up a spill I plead guilty to helping
deplete the supply of trees on our
planet I recently used foam cups,
paper plates and paper napkins on
a picnic. There go more trees and
valuable landfill space thanks to
my extravagance! I insist that
everyone at my house flush the
toilet after every use. How oldfashioned of me! After al~ there's
only so much water on earth.
Of course rm not saying that we
don't have serious problems with
conservation of our resources,
disposal of our waste and the
pollution of our environment, but I
already have enough things to feel
guilty about.
Jumping on the ecological
bandwagon, my family did start to
recycle aluminum cans. Our version of "recycling," however, consists of dumping the cans in the
garage. We now have five big bags
full of cans. They're not in a
landfill, they simply make it difficult for me to get into my car. I
never seem to find the right time
or right place to dispose of these
cans, so that makes me feel
guilty, too.
Ever since this ecological
awareness became popular I have
been very grateful that my

... ·
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Smoker's Lounge
an Inspiring Place
Of all the places to get inspired
- the G.S. U. Smoker's Lounge.
Well, that's where I was this
morning when a seemingly trivial
observance got me thinking about
bigger, more important issues.
Actually, what I saw there sent me
off on quite a philosophical
tangent - not a rare occurrence
for me, but I digress.
I was sitting there, puffing up a
storm in the space allotted for
those o~ us who choose to destroy
our bodies to do so. It was early,
about a quarter till nine, and I was
alone in the lounge with the exception of a small bird - a sparrow, I
think, which must have gotten
trap~ in there the night before.
And so I bided my time watching the little bird flutter about.
First, she (yes, rve decided it was
a she) alit on a table, next, the back
of a chair, finally touching down
on the floor, where she seemed
content enough to nibble on someone's abandoned bag of Cheetos.

I didn't think much about her
until a few minutes later when she
began flying around and around in
random, haphazard fashion in the
glass-walled room One moment,
she'd seemed sati fied with her
lot in life. The next, she seemed
desperate to escape.
And, as I watched her manic
flight, I wondered if she knew that
she was trapped in there and, if so,
did she want to get out? Mulling
over this question of dubious importance, I suddenly realized how
much the little bird and I had in
common.
For here she was, surrounded
by glass on all sides. She could see
the way out. She could see where
she wanted to be, where she really
belonged. Shejustdidn'tknow how
to get there and, even if she had
known, she couldn't have opened
one of those doors all by herself.
About a year ago, where wellmeaning friends and family had
failed for years, a wonderful per-

Let the pros at
BAR/BRI work

their magk for youl

Scores
151(1

Since 1967, BAR/SRI
has been synonymous
with test preparation
expertise.
With our comprehensive preparatory
materials,
experienced teaching
staff and wealth of
information in our
tape libraries, BAR/SRI
can help achieve
scores you never
thought possible!
And BAR/SRI
'Uri'Conditionally
guarantees your

GMAT
GRE
MCAT

OOrtbn

Call Todayl 1-&C»-777-EXAM
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children are past the diaper stage.
I would have found it very hard not
to buy disposable diapers, especially since they have become
more reliable and so darn cute.
They have little gathers that keep
stuff in and little decorations in
pink or blue - how irresistibl~ I
pity modern parents who probably
feel they must sneak in and out of
supermarkets in disguise to buy
their environmentally dangerous,
but oh-s~handy baby supplies!
If being ecologically correct
was easier, it would become second nature and unavoidable.
That'd be great - no more guilt.
Some communities have curbside recycling, mine doesn't.
Manufacturers need to consider
not over-packaging their pr~
ducts. Science and technology
must work together to improve
water procurement from the sea
and other under-utilized sources.
'Til then, I guess fm stuck with
a certain amount of ecological
guilt. But, I promise, fll TRY to be
more ecological-minded. Maybe I
won't put a new plastic spoon in
my daughter's lunch each day,
maybe fll encourage her to reuse
her lunch bag. Maybe fll tell her to
buy hot lunch!

5 uccess.

ng Centers
176 West Adams, Suite 2100, Chicago, IL 60603
A Harcourt Brace Jovanovich Company
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GOT AN ATIITUDE ... about Campus Center policies
and programs? MAKE IT OFFICIAL by becoming a member of the Campus Center Board. DROP BY the Office of
Student Life for an application or call ext. 2123 for more info.
NO TICKETS WILL BE SOLD ... at the door, but it's
worth the 13 bucks for the DINNER BUFFET alone. On top
of that, Alpha-Omega Players will present Neil Simon's
"Barefoot in the Park."
Make your plans IN ADVANCE to attend on Sunday,
Nov. 24 at 6 p.m. in the Campus Community Center (CCC).
GIVING BLOOD IS ... uplifting for you and a REAL
BOOST FOR THE RECIPIENT. If you're healthy and
weigh more than 110 lbs, consider DONATING on Monday,
Oct 14 between 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. at GSU's Engbretson
Hall. Can't get more CONVENIENT than that. Call extension 2114 to MAKE AN APPOINTMENT or just stop on
by.
FEELING AS TATIERED AS THE ... falling leaves?
Spruce up your image at the Designer's Fashion Show on
Saturday, Oct 19 at 7 p.m. in the Hall of Governor's. More
than just a show, it's a MAKEOVER SESSION to pick up
your spirits. Admission is free and refreshments will be
served. This event is sponsored by the Civil Service Senate
Committee. For the details, call Deirdre Burton at ext. 2154.

son opened a door for me. I owe
her much. She didn't push: she
nurtured. And when she sensed
that I was ready to fly, sbe showed
me the way out of my old life and
into the new one r m living and loving today.
So, though I felt a bit selfconscious, I got up and opened a
door for my little sparrow-friend,
waiting for her to notice her opportunity to fly. She finally did and
I watched her go, gliding high
above the pond until she became
nothing but a dark spot in the
morning sky.
After she disappeared someplace into the stratosphere, I felt a
warm sense of accomplishment I
also resolved to do this again,
whenever I can. Hopefully, my
next friend in need will be of the
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TRIATHLETEJRUNNER JOHN J WILLIAMS WE
KNOW ... he's that spry little guy whose wife makes him
RIDE A BIKE to school. But this summer, Algene Williams (his wife) won five medals at the World Veteran's
Championships in Turku, Finland. Moans John J, "Already
she's decided I HAVE TO TAKE HER to the next World
Veteran's Championships, scheduled for 1993 in Japan."

TOO RICH FOR FINANCIAL AID ... but too poor for
a bank loan? The Illinois Opportunity Loan Program is a
lllw-interest loan designed for MIDDLE-INCOME
famili s. Qualification is not based on need, but the student
must PAY INTEREST while in school. Call ISAC's Client
Support Services at (708) 948-8550 for the details.
GOBLINS, GHOULS AND ROOTS ROCK SOCIETY
BAND ... will entertain at the GSU Halloween Dance. Prizes
wJl be awarded for the most MONSTROUS COSTUMES
and admission is free. For a HOWLING GOOD TIME,
show up at the Hall of Governors on Friday, Oct. 25 at 8 p.m.
A

Panel Discussion
To Be Held

By GSU
UNIVERSITY PARK- ''Ethnic
Tourism in Chicago" will be the
panel discussion hosted by Governors State University at the 4th
Annual Board of Governors Universities Public Policy
Conference.
The tw~day meeting, Nov. 18
and 19, will be at Eastern Illinois
University. Gov. Jim Edgar has
been invited to give the keynote
address. The theme for the conference is "Tourism and Economic Development."
The GSU Panel will be led by
Dr. Henry Lowenstein, chairperson of the Division of Public
Administration. Joining him on
the panel will be Dr. Dominic Candel oro of Chicago Heights, who
will discuss the Italian immigrant
population. He has written the
books ''Making History: A Handbook for Italian American Society
History Projects" and ''Suburban
Italians: Chicago Heights, 18901975," and he has authored
numerous articles on Italian
Americans. Dr. Candeloro is past
president of the American Italian
Historical Association and the
Italian Cultural Center.
Also on the panel will be Leah
Axelrod, founder and president of
"My Kind of Town Tours" which
specializes in arranging tours of
ethnic communities for foreign
guests.

MAKING OUR WORLD A UTILE BEITER ... is
what Circle K is all about. The GSU chapter helps with
nursing homes, Special Olympics, soup kitchens and ASSISTS PEOPLE with cerebral palsy. Volunteers are always
needed to make these PROJECfS A SUCCESS. Stop by the
Student Life Meeting Room Wednesdays at 7 p.m. to see
how you could MAKE A DIFFERENCE in someone's life.
HASIC SKATING ABILITY, ENTHUSIASM AND
SOME HOCKEY EQUIPMENT ... are all that a LADY
NEEDS to join the South Side Rebeb Hockey Assoc. Eight
new members are sought to complete the team, a member of
the Hockey Association of Women's Clubs (HAWC). The
Rebels travel to EXOTIC LOCALS such as Northbrook,
Minneapolis, Champaign and BRAMPTON,ONTARIO
(that's in Canada!). Women. age 14 and older, may call (708)
596-7741 and leave your NAME AND PHONE NUMBER.
They'll get back to you.

THE LAKE HURON EXPEDITION
Al'f EXliiB1T OF PROlOGRAPBT. DRAire!O.
VIDEO. OOMPt.'TEK ARr. a: 5C1lLPI11lU:.

JANET COWSER

LYNN EHRLICH
MARLENE GALlAGHER
PATRICIA GARDNER
KEN HAlL
KIM LORENZ

DOUGMEGOW
JUDY MilLER
lAURA MUSCH
DA."" PASTORELU
JOHNSPOMAR
CAROL THORNER
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HACE Will Host Career Conference
ployers some very unique workshops and seminars on workforce
diversity issues.
Dr. Louis Laguardia. Vice
President, Human Resources,
,American Express Travel Related
Service Co.. Inc., will be among
the speakers at these employer
seminars. Companies such as
Levi Strauss, FMC. AT&T and
Motorola will be represented at
these seminars to discuss methods
and strategies for effective development and management of a
changing workforce.
"The tremendous growth of the
Hispanic population in the U.S.
and the increased representation
of Hispanics at all levels of our
labor force, demand that all employers pay careful attention to
the needs, concerns and demand~
of these workers,.. noted Irma
Claudio, Executive Director of
HACE. "On a year-round basis,
and particularly during our career conference, we help employers acquire skills. insights
and information to do a more effective job in the recruitment, retention and development of
Hispanic ...
For the Hispanic professionals.
the HACE conference provides

(Chicago, September 18, 1991)The Hispanic Alliance for Career
Enhancement (RACE). will host
its Sixth Annual Career Conference on November 15 and 16, at
Chicago's Palmer House, 17 E.
Monroe.
Under the theme .. Advancing
Excellence in the Workplace," this
year's conference is expected to
attract more than 100 employers
and 2.000 professionals and
college students.
For employers, the HACE career conference offers the opportunity to meet hundreds of
Hispanic professionals and college
students seeking employment and
career advancement information
Among those employers expected to participate are such
multinational powerhouses as
Kraft General Foods, Amoco,
Xerox, IBM. Quaker Oats, American Express, McDonald's, CocaCola and AT&T. Government and
other public institutions such as
U.S. Secret Service, FBI, and IRS
are also expected to participate
In addition to supporting their
sourcing of qualified candidates
from a broad pool of dtsciplines
and levels of experience. this
year's conference offers em-

face-t(}oface contacts and a costeffective and convenient way to
meet with hundreds of recruiters
and human resources personnel
"Whether you are in the job
market now, or are exploring a future career move, this conference guarantees results," added
Ms. Claudio. Admission to the employer exhibit ts free to all
HACE members.
The conference also offers
seminars for professionals and
students on career and pr(}o
fessional development, including
topics such as effective interviewing, stress management, career selection, and effective
communication
Hispanic college students will
benefit at the conference from
contacts with recruiters who seek
applicants for employment and
internships, as well as exposure to
experienced Hispanic professionals.
"For most of us, being a first
generation professional or college
student po es a number of serious
challenges and personal adjustments that call for support
from as many people as possible
who can mentor us and help us
succeed." noted Irma Claudio.

1Companies

Focus oN THE FuTURE
NOII11111'J:~n I"OJANA

------~------Calumcl College of Sl. Jos.:ph, Govemur~ Slulc Univer~ny
Univcrsily Nonhwc>l , Purdue Univcnll)' Nonh Cemral

lndi~na

Ft·iday, Novetuber 8, 1991
-------------~ ~ ~-------------Indiana Unh•er>lly Nurthwcsl, Gary, Indiana

9 a.m. to 2 p.m. C.S.T.
----------~ <--..:!!vJI<olb•

•

To Conduct Recruitn1ent

Several Companies have recently expressed the desire to come to
Governors State University to conduct on-campus recruitment of
·tudents who may be interested in full time employment. We are
happy to accommodate these recruiters. Students interested in in·
terviewing with these companies need to register in the Career Services office and provide us with a resume.
Company
Position
Date
Wild Pair Shoes
Management Trainee
Oct. 29
(Division of
Edison Brothers)
Wohl Shoes
Management Trainee
November
· located in Carson
to be announced
Pirie Scott Boston
and Bergners Dept.
Stores
Chicago Housing
Human Resource
date yet to
Authority
Representative
be determined

OPPORTUNITY '91/92
A NUAL Jou FAlliS m11 CmcAGO ANO

"We are faced, in addition to all of
these personal challenges, with
the very difficult task of linking up
with employers and professional
job opportunities, particularly
during today's changing and difficult economy...
HACE is a not-for-profit organization established in 1982 to support increased Hispanic participation in professional and managerial employment On a yearround basis, HACE works to refer
qualified candidates to employers
with the assistance of 3,000strong, fully computerized resume
bank. In addition, HACE works to
provide Hispanic college students
in campuses throughout the midwest with information about career, educational and employment opportunities.
For information about RACE,
write to: Hispanic Alliance for Career Enhancement. One First
National Plaza, Suite #2730.
Chicago, Illinois60603 or call (312)
372-4865

) --THE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

Indiana Uni\'ersity Northwest
3400 Broadway
Gary, Indiana 46408
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DISCOUNT RECORDS
Always the Best For Less!

r-----1 $2

COUPON------,

OFF Any Regular Priced I

Compact Disc
1
1
1Present th1a coupon and receive $2 OFF your choice 1

, ________________ , I
from our entire aelec:Uon of regularly priced CO's In

I stock $12.99 & higher. Not valid on sale Items.
Expiration date Oct 30, 1991

\.

HS/IIt

r----$10FF

.I

-COUPON------,

.1

1

Any Regular Priced I
Cassette Tape
1

I Present this coupon and receive $1 OFF your choice 1

, ________________ .,I
from our entire selecuon of regularly priced tapes In

I stock $7.99 & higher. Not valid on sale Items.
\.

Expiration date Ocl 30, 1991

IIS/111

.1

MJJ)LOTlllAN
l<!lSlb &. CJee.rQ

687-6060

you. As an Air Force nurse
officer, you can enjoy great benefits, including complete medical
and dental care. Plus 30 days vacation with pay per year and ongoing
professional and personal opportunities to advance. Bachelor's
degree required. Serve your country while you serve your career.

USAF HEALTII PROFESSIONS
COU.ECf
(708) 429-2331
*See your recruiter
for detail

UISI $500••• $1000... $1500

FO- OLJ

1
~ ;r·:·J ~
FU . . D
RAISING
For your fraternity
sorority, team or other
campus organization.
AUCKUII&YIIO
IIWUTMIIIf UQUIUDI

CAll1 ·800-950-8472. ex1. 50

HEN£ IS A S.UIPUNG OF SOME
EMPLOYER PARTICIPANTS AT

RECENT }DB FAIRS
> Blue CniSIIBiue Shidd or Illinois
> Sears, Roebuck & Company
> Computer Tuk Group
> Indiana Statt Police
> The Gainer Bank
> Cotcate Palmolive
> ProplaGas
> Jaynlllr·Muby,lnc:orpor:.Jed

> holt:rnalltcnnue Service
> J.C. Penney Company
> •·edenll Bureau otlnves&lpllon
> Indiana State Personnel Deparllnent
> Suu~ or llli•wls
> Radi~u St:.r Plata
> K-Mart Apparel Corporalioo
> Wendy's lnlernational,lncorporaled
> Dominu's P•.ua,lnc:orporated
> W:.l.:reen's Company
> lillie Ca~r·s l'iu.a Corporation
> 0)(0 Urue
> North"'bl Financial
> We>tvill~ Corrtdional Ctnlw
> •·amous fooJ"'ear
> Richard D. Irwin
> Uurrau or Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearm"
> lak~ County Dtpl. or l'ublic Wet rare
> Entcrprik l..easinc

Explore The
Univer e

t

G U

UNIVERSITY PARK - Are
there other intelligent bemgs in
the universe trying to make contact with us?
Dr. J . Harvey Hensley, adjunct
professor at Governors State University. will explore that and other
questions in the course "Intelligent Life in the Universe...
Sessions meet from 9 a.m to 5
p.m. Saturdays, Oct. 12 and 19,
at GSU.
Participants will discuss theories of life on other planets. how
contact will be made and what interests will draw the attention of
alien beings.
This course can be taken for one
credit hour. Tuition is $110 for undergraduates and $113.50 for
graduates. The noncredit fee is
$60.
Regtstrations are being accepted by the GSU Office of Conferences and Workshops at (708)
534-5000, extension 2484.
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Have You Heard
About An Impending
Teacher's Strike And
How Do You Feel
About It?

Tracey Berry
Undergrad, CE
Chicago
Oh, no! I might have to start a
trimester over again or fall behind
in class. Statistics is hard enough
without having to take it twice.

Don Pigg
Undergrad, CBPA
Orland Hills
I feel the faculty has a right to
strike. mtimately, whatever is in
the best interest ofthe faculty is in
the best interest of the students.

Joe Student
GSUUG
University Park, IL
Whoopee!! No School, no homework, no papers and no tests.

Johnatban ~rey
Future grad, CBPA
Markham
It's due to the state budget
crunch. I find it hard, however, to
justify the board's giving themselves a raise and not giving one to
faculty. Students don"t appreciate
how reasonable the tuition is
here.

Dorothy Pais
Staff, Library
Richton Park
The civil service union, Teamsters, would be torn They would
want to honor the picket line, but
many of our members are single
mothers who would find it difficult
to pay bills while on strike.

I!

You said 'President Dr. LeoThe-Most-Difficult-Thing-in-theWorld-is -Knowing-When-toOuit-Goodman-Malamuth 11
Then You've guessed Rightlll

GSUJN~OVATOH.
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It Doesn't Chinle
This is the year that the world
will celebrate the .SOOth anniversary of the landing of Christopher Columbus on the shores
of the new world. AU over the
United States there are going to
be celebrations and memorials
honoring this event. Even
Governors State University
wants to get into the act.
Too bad GSU hasn't chosen to
honor Columbus with something more original or up-todate. A carillon somehow just
does not seem to represent a
school that is as unique as GSU.
It doesn't chime right.
There are too many other
areas in which the money being
put aside for this project could
be used.

The founding of
the new world could be honored
with a scholarship. Call this
scholarship the Columbus ·.soo~
Memorial Scholarship.
This scholarship could be
given to any student who represents GSU. Make one of the
stipulations be an essay on
Columbus. The faculty could be
consulted about other requirements for the awarding of
such a scholarship.
There is a lot of budget cutting
at GSU, so why not put the
money back into the school?
Use the funds to start enlarging
the Computer Science Division.
Let the GSU students voyage
into the new world of computer
science, with newer and more
sophisticated equipment.

Right
Use the money for something
more substantial. Stop indulging
a select few. Their names and
the amounts they donated
would still be recognized in
some way.
These are just a couple of suggestions that chime a lot more
harmoniously. There wouldn't
be any reason to label the idea
with such tags as bias, racists,
ethnocentricity (everyone
knows that the Spanish staked
out the voyage), etc...
Since the idea is supposed to
be for the whole GSU community, why wasn't the whole
community consulted as to what
kind of memorial would have
been appropriate? It doesn't
ring a lot of bells.

Letter To The Editor
Dear Editor:
Remember the six blind men
who went to "see" an elephant?
One felt the side and said an elephant is like a wall. The next felt
the tusk and claimed an elephant
is like a spear. The third felt the
trunk and likened it to a snake. The
fourth felt a leg and said an elephant is like a tree. The fifth,
touching an ear, declared an elephant is like a fan The sixth felt
the tail and insisted an elephant is
like a rope. No one was altogether
right. yet none were entirely
wrong. It was only when they got
all their observations together
that they " saw'' the whole elephanl
Thus it is with our deep restructuring process going on here at
G.S.U I do believe that each of us
is somewhat blind to the others
perspectives. However, I think
restructuring is a matter of drawing up an appropriate vision from
all perspectives. fm sure top administration has its own ideas of
how to construct a restructuring
process structured for everyone,
but my question IS, "Who has been
instructed on the students' per-

~p!'dives rrtm'!'lllillg thi5 rel>tru c·
turiug pmcessT'

The current ceiling for student
input is really much closer to
where the floor ought to be.
Current conditions demand that
more decisions evolve from a
collaborative relationship between administration, staff and
students. We need each other's
viewpoints in order to see the
complete picture.
Visit the G.S.U. Folletts Bookstore and share in the frustration
of trying to access materials in a
wheelchair. Maybe you're six feet
tall and can reach materials over
your head, but what about those
students who can't? Have you ever
witnessed an accident where four
inch thick textbooks were falling
on students from shelves that are
too high for them to reach? Or
perhaps you've heard about
materials not bemg available
after classes have already started.
Well, f ve gone to the Bookstore on
several occasions to investigate
those claims. only to find materials
stacked behind unrelated materials,
due to inadequate spacing.

Stop laboring under the impression that students should be
molded by strategies designed by
administration. Must I remind you
that you've been given the gift of
leadership by those who've chosen
and agreed to follow...the students?
The author of Managing the Nonprofit Organization, Dr. Peter
Drucker stated, "That the first
duty of a leader is to define reality
and be in touch with il"
1would be very happy to see the
direction taken by administration
to assist the system in becoming
more responsive to the special
needs of the students. I will gladly
offer my assistance to help move
us in this direction. in a manner
which encourages and supports
maximum individual growth for
all who enter the place to finish
what you started.
Sincerely,
Star L. Anderson
Media-Based Instruction
MBSA Vice-President
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The Public Needs To Know
It's disappointing that the state
In the coming weeks, students
legislature, Governor Edgar
may be drawn into the conseand our higher education quences of reconciled differeDbureaucracy think our public ces between the BGU and the
university employees should union which represents faculty
once again forego a salary in- and support professionals.
crease. It's disappointing that II- Some of the concerns underlylinois, which ranks ftfth in the ing a contract settlement are the
nation on state support for following:
private universities, ranks near
Zero percent cost of living?
the bottom on per-capita sup- The BGU says it didn't receive
port for its public universities. an increased appropriation
It's even more disappointing from Springfield this year, so
that instead of bringing ap- bow can we expect a salary inpropriations to our university crease? What isn't being recogsystems more in line with nation- nized is the 5 percent tuition inal norms, our governmental crease students have to pay and
leaders ask Illinois public the 12 percent reduction in
university students to pay in- number of full-time GSU faculty
creased tuition. To employees in in the last two years. The BGU
BGU universities, it is more bas fmds to offer a modest inthan disappointing to find that, crease this year, so why offer us
looking for the easy way out, our a zero percent cost of living inhigher education bureaucracy crease?
once again tells us we should
Higher cost for less medical
forego a salary increase. Teach- coverage. Our medical benefits
ing faculty in BGU universities were cut and we were forced to
presently average 15 percent pay higher insurance premiums
less than their peers in other for the reduced benefits. Why
states. With a minuscule in- should we be forced to pay
crease last year, faculty are out- higher premiums for our
raged at the zero percent cost of reduced coverage?
living increase currently offered All of the cuts but none of the
by the BGU. Feelings are strong benefits. Compensating benefits
that a state that can afford t~ be (e.g. pension pick-up and early
generous to private university retirement) were made availstudents shouldn't pass the able to nonuniversity state
financial buck to its public employees. Why doesn't the
university students and BGU offer us comparable
employees,
benefits? Should working for a
After s~veral very lean university make us second class
budgetary years, fat has been cut citizens?
to the bone in front line teaching
Appropriations leftovers.
and support areas. Our teaching Every year the BGU wants to
faculty and support profes- find out bow much money the
sionals are overworked and un- state appropriates before getderpaid. It's time the governor, ting serious about bargaining
state legislators, and our univer- salary and compensation.
sity administrators say to thatto Meanwhile, other state
the public.
employee unions na·:c multiThe public needs to know year contracts which recognize
there's no free lunch··- to main- planned future needs. The
tain quality in our public univer- result is that aU too frequently
sities, employees need pay and we end up with the leftovers.
workloads comparable to sys- This explains why the public
terns elsewhere in the nation.
university share of the state
The governor and the higher budgethassteadilydeclinedand
education bureaucracy should why our salaries average 15 peradmit that there are now too cent less than norms for other
many public university students states. To stop this erosion in
for the limited funds the state our real salary level, we need a
appropriates to our universio/ contract that lets the governor
systems. They should say that if and the legislature know how
they aren't willing to put more much funding is needed. Only
money into the system, the then are we likely to see an imcboice is between reduced provement in higher education
quality and reduced access. But funding.
this isn't the message taxpayers
Multi-year budget planning.
or parents of college age stu- Most business organizations
dents want to hear. So it's e~ier plan their future needs and
for the governor and our un1ver- make commitments now to meet
sity administrators to cop out. intermediate and long term
Just accept aU the stu den~ so needs. Why shouldn't we agree
taxpayers and parents will _be now on a multi-year salary con·
happy. Don't pay any salary m· tract that allows for reasonably
creases, so we can freeze ap· scheduled increases o tha! the
propriations. But try to figure state and the BGU can plan for
out how heavier teaching loads higher education needs? How
and larger classes translate into else can the BGU fund a salary
academic excellence. Try to fig- package that will bring our
ure out how longer waiting time faculty and support professional
to get the classes students want to parity with our peers in other
leads to on-time graduation. and states? How else can we be astry to figure out bow salaries sured that the long time gap in
frozen below national norms our salary structure will be
help attract and hold the best turned around rather than woeand brightest faculty.
sened?
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INTRAVARSITYCHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP NEWS •.•
The Intravarsity Christian Fellowship Club has changc:<f two of their regular
meetings. They are the meetings on Wednesday, October 16 which will be held
at 1 pm. and November 16 which will also be held at 1 p.m. Keep those dates
in mind. The meetings will still be held in the Student Life Meeting Room,

A1804.
There will be a Prayer Meeting on Thursday, October 31 from 5 p.m. to 8
p,m, Janet McGee will be the guest speaker. More about this speaker in the
next issue of the INNOVATOR.
On Thursday, September 26, the lntravarsity Christian Fellowship club held
an icebreaker in the Student Life Lounge. Hot dogs and pop were served to
the guests,
The club recruited 10 new members. Everyone is welcome to join the club.
Contact Nancy Anderson through the Office of Student Life.

Octobt>r JO, 1991

MBSA•••
The Minority Business Student Association wishes all
students to have a good academic school year. We are off
to a running start this year and have plans to enhance our
members networlcing abilities and career advancement
slcills.
To facilititate participation in the organization, we are
holding meetings for daytime students and evening students, On the second Thursday of every month, the meeting time will be 3:30 p,m, and on the fourth Thursday of
every month the meeting time will be 6:30 p.m.
Minority students, we need your support Join us and
take part in this most exciting year, as we develop and
implement our agenda, Your unique input would be
greatly appreciated.

SAM CLUB ••.
The SAM/Management Club is planning the
1991/1992 year with great enthusiasm, The officers are
determined to give members an informative year with
many opportunities to further their management education.
As always, there will be social and business interactions in each meeting, The first meeting, an informative
luncheon, was held September 26. Applications will be
handed out
The SAM Club will be sending two officers to the
National SAM Conference at Rockford College on October 18 and 19. The club will end October with a
dynamic guest speaker. November will bring a food
drive for a local food pantry, Additional activities are
being planned for the end of the semester. If you would
like more information or would like to be part of the
planning, please contact Marsha Katz at extension 2286.

DATAPROCESSING
MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION...
The Data Processing Management Association is designed to involve
students with management information systems and also offer students
the opportunity to exchange information regarding them. The club is
being reformed after being inactive for one year. Currently, a
demonstration on a telebox, (a voice mail box) is being planned. We hope
to have a Zenith laptop computer to gjve away and the "shareware•
software will be available for all to use.
For information about DPMA's October 19 meeting, contact Don
Fricker at extension 2101 or Andy McClain at (815) 744-3930.

Society for the Advancement of Management hosted a
hot apple cider asnd Affy Tapple sale. Proceeds will be
used to send two club members to Rockford, IL to attend
a national SAM conference in October. Barbara Wigell,
SAM president and Paul Stankieicz are show at the Hall
or Governors on October 1.

MARKETING CLUB •••

ACCOUNTING CLUB •••

The Marketing Club has a new focus this academic year. The club has decided
to become a Collegiate Chapter of the American Marketing Association. New
opportunities to learn about careers in marketing are available from professionals
in the field. Networking is emphasized as the club hears guest speakers and
attends AMA-sponsored luncheons, conferences and other events.
Activities are going to be exiting and potentially door opening! It is not necessary
to be a marketing major to become a member of the club or the AMA. When
attending AMA events, contacts can be aware of other potential job openings!
So don't wait Join the Marketing Club/AMA today!
Meeting dates: October 29, November 19, Tuesdays at 3:30 p.m. Contact Lisa
Ware at (708} 754-0261.

The Accounting Club is on the move. Already, the IRS has come
to speak to students concerning job programs and on October 22,
Terri Pizzuto is coming from Arthur Anderson. Right now the Accounting Club is worlcing on student membership with the IMA. This
club is geared to giving students more than what is in the text book.
More things are in store so come and be a part of it all!
Meeting dates: October 22 and November 12 at 3:30 p.m. For
information, contact Jennifer Ware at (708) 754-0261,

GSU INNOVATOR
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CULTURAL DIVERSITY
Confd from p. 1
know they are expected to attend
classes and succeed. giving the at
risk student an 'image boost.·
Community support has been
excellent. Dr. Cross spoke of her
liaison with some older citizens
she met while. on her daily trek
around the campus of CSU. In
return for their involvement, they
are rewarded with CSU parking
stickers to continue running free
of charge.
GSUs own Dr. Burgest circulated literature about his concern of a ·color-blind' society; that
America could become a monocultural gray, ignoring each person's cultural specialness.
I Other information circulated
informed of Virginia L. Puicci's
' intended tribute to Columbus. a
carillon to be built on the GSU
campus (see Innovator Sept. 26,
page 5 Letter to the Editor for
Burgest's argument against and
page 10 for explanation of project)
Dr. Cross quieted the Colorblindness issue in an understanding. but professional manner. She
questioned the relevance of the
1 issue to student retention.
Glenn Abbott. who has known
Dr. Cross for some time, presented her with a plaque of appreciation on behalf of GSU.
The next day. an ethnic/
I minority reception was held. Leo
I' Goodman-Malamuth announced
the intention to "develop a fullbrown strategy for admission and
retention" of minority and international students. with special
emphasis on the Hispanic community.
I In attendance to welcome the
students were David Curtis. proI vost. Mike Blackburn and Lamonda Kidd of the Office of Student
Life and Glenn Abbott of the Unil versity Advisory Committee.
Students included Jessie Garcia, Romina Kobiljak, Jose Aponte
and Seema Srivastava, Council for
Cultural Diversity (see Innovator,
page 4 Sept. 26 for Seema's open
Jetter to the student body).

I

I

I

GSU President Goodman-Malamuth II( c)(l-r) Romina Kobiljak,
Jose Aponte & Provost David
Curtis.
Discussed were ways the administration, faculty and other
students could assist with problems of language and cultural
barriers.
GSUs president suggested that
the university's six Hispanic
faculty members might be willing
to assist as coaches or mentors to
Hispanic students.
Goals for any program included
individual confidence and a way to
enjoy group support.
A program to pipeline Hispanic
students from area junior colleges
was also brought up. Such a program would parallel current plans
for co-enrollment in GSU.
Dr. Malamuth also brought up
the idea of seeking students at the
middle and high school !eve~
when they are planning their career goals.
Both programs emphasized a
multi-cultural perspective, working with the student as they are to
ensure academic success and
fulfillment.
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CHILD CARE
PROGRAM NEWS

AWARENESS CORNER
"The Bottom Line"
by Susan Bova
with insights from Karen Griffard Putz,
Deaf Service Coordinator, Will Grundy
Center for Independent Living

During the last week of September the teachers brought the
children to the main building.
They came to visit a few offices
where parents and grandparents
or friends of the center work. This
was in conjunction with the weekly
theme of "Where do your parents
work?" The offices visited were:
Ellen Kahn of the Provost's Office,
Linda Ayala who works in the GSU
Library and David Cain manager
of the GSU Cafeteria.
OCTOBER EVENTS
10/7 Visit the University Park
Fire Department for Fire
Prevention Week
10/15 Pumpkin picking at Bengston Farm, Lockport
10/22 Magic Photographers(school
portraits taken)
10/31 Halloween trick or treating
(in the main building- Beware We'll Be There!!!!)

FACT OR MYTH QUIZ
To test one's knowledge about communicating with people with
disabilities.
T
F When communicating with a person who is blind, it is
best to speak in a louder tone to make conversation
more understandable.
(False · People who are blind have lost their vision, not
their hearing. Do not shout at a person who is blind.)
T
F When a deaf person has difficulty comprehending, it is
better to rephrase a thought rather than repeat it
exactly.
(True · Not all deaf people can read lips, and even the
best speech readers miss many words. Also, deaf people may not understand a word or concept you try to convey, therefore, if the deaf person does not reply or
seems to be having difficulty understanding, try to
rephrase a thought rather than repeat it exactly.)
T
F When introduced to a person with a disability, it is not
polite to shake hands.
(False- When introduced to a person with a disability, it
is polite to shake hands. Most people with limited use of
their hands, or artificial limbs, can shake hands. If
you're not sure, let the other person make the first
move.)
T
F One should look directly at a deaf person while speaking
or signing.
(True · One should look directly at the person while
speaking/signing. The majority of deaf people prefer to
focus their eyes on the lips of the person who is talking,
so DO move your lips when you communicate.
DO NOT, however, exaggerate or over-emphasize your
words as this distorts lip movement. making speech
reading more difficult. DO use both facial and body expression while communicating, as this is synonymous
with voice inflection and intensity in speech.)
T
F It is acceptable to offer help to a person with a
disability.
(True· Do not be embarrassed to offer to help someone
with a disability, but wait until the offer is accepted and
instructions are given before proceeding.)
If you had to think twice before answering any of these questions,
make it a point to learn more about communicating with people with
disabilities. Attend Governors State University's 2nd annual Disability Awareness Day on Wednesday, November 13, 1991.

ART FORUM
On October 11 from 7-9 PM
Maureen Cribbs, GSU Alumni will
present a lecture in room Fl207.
The subject of the lecture will be
"Monet's Garden at Giverny." The
lecture coincides with the opening
reception oflnfinity Gallery's ONTARIO, the Lake Huron Expedition in the Infinity Gallery which is
located on the second floor of the
EWing.
SAM

SAM Club is sponsoring a presentation on .. ABC of Franchising."
Guest speaker is Susan P.
Kezios (Franchising expert).
TIME: 6:00p.m· 7:00p.m.
DATE: Wednesday, October 23
PLACE: Will be posted later
Everyone welcome!
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Be There!!!!
admission charge, and there will
be refreshments, best costume
prizes, and a great band known for
it's diverse and dynamic style;
ROOTS ROCK SOCIETY!
So be a good little ghoul and
enjoy the festivities; OR ELSE
WE WILL BE VERY DISPLEASED AND MIGHT HAVE
TO DO SOMETHING UNFORTUNATE TO EACH AND EVERY
ONE OF YOU TOO CHICKEN TO
SHOWUP!!!
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The recreation is soon to start
so don't forget to come to the
volleyball orientation on Tuesday,
Oct. 15th at 3:30 p.m or the touch
football orientation on Wednesday, Oct. 16th at 3:30 p.m. We are
going to explain the rules and
regulations for the tournament. as
well as when it will happen SO
BE THERE!!!
Also Student Life is sponsoring
a Halloween Dance on Friday, October 25th at 8:00p.m There is no
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I work here at GSU and can
meet w/you right here on campus.
I have a good following, am well
versed in APA format and a former proofreader. Just call the
above number & leave message.
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1be business club news on page 6 is reprinted with permission of" Student Advisory Board News" of the College of
Business and Public Administration Fall 1991.
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.~ Spring/Summer 1991 Dean's List
•

.Cathy s. Ahlert
!Beth Ann Aincham
!David James Anastasia

Tamara Lynn Doerrer
Deborah Shadoan Durden
Mark J . Duske

Jonathan W. Horjus
Marianne T. Hroma
Linda Kay Holford

Shari Lynn Massie
Roberta Ellen Matthews
Gregory c. Matuszak

Linda S. Schedin
Greg L. Scherzinger
Sheila A Schuringa

tMargaret A. Baudino
~ane c . Beaudoin
~amela s Becker
!Joan ca~l Bergman
tBetty Jean Bergmann
*""
t An Be r
..,..~rgare ne r m

George William Einhorn
Wendy A Elgas
Sana Mosa Elmosa
Karren Simone Farmer
Mary Ellen Fawk
Elizabeth Ann Fenlon
Toni L. Fila
Bernadine M. Fledderman
Sue A. Follansbee
Sylvia L. Foran
Dorothy K Fransman
Dawn Christine Freiboth
Joseph L. Garry
David Joseph Gellert
Darryn Wayne Glass
Janet M. Golditch
Kathryn Lynn Gonzalez
Kathleen Marie Goodman
Timothy J . Gordon
Leo Paul Gormley
Dianna Ruth Granata
Karen E. Grant
Gary H. Gregoire
April Marie Griffin
Alma A Grissom
Bonnie Lynn Hall
Robert L. Hall
Kimberly J . Hamilton
Debra L. Hammer
Angela Therese Heilman
Rhonda Lee Heinze
Jeanette G. Henke
Rene C. Hoffmann
M~lanie Lee Holan
Michele A. Hoppenrath
James T. Hopper

John Stephen Jenke
Robert E. Juretschke
Denise Anne Kalina
Susan Patricia Kane
Kathleen D. Kappel
Luann Yurcisin Keane
Annetta M. Kelaiditis
Denise A Kelly
Frederick B. Kennedy
Leslie Ann Kern
Kerri L. Keuch
Colin D. Kirchner
Don Randall Koster
Arlene E. Kurzawa
Anne Shirley Kutka
Jodie Laatz
Joan Marie Landry
Tracey Denise LangeJlier
Karen M. Lavigne
Patricia Marie Leonard
Scott Thomas Leone
Kristina Kay Level
Michael John Linden
Mary Elizabeth Luna
Kathleen M. Luther
Priscilla Nan Lynch
Dawn R Madorma
Mary Louise Magdziak
Barbara M. Mailhiot
Elizabeth Joyce Mailhiot
Elizabeth A Mangan
Scott E. Mantia
Nita Elizabeth Marchant
Mark. A. Marcott~
.
Nata he Rae Mannucc1
Valerie K. Marshall

Donnie L. McGinnis
Maryellen McKay
Lynnette Renee McRoy
Deborah Marie Mifflin
Mary L. Miller
Ernest J. Mooney
Rita F. Morris
Susan Marie Moy
Maryanne Theresa Muhlstadt
Margaret A Nagela
Ronald A Neforas
Debra L. Nelson
Douglas Mark Niemann
Patricia Dean Nowak
Robert Edward Nyeholt
Patricia Marie O'Connor
Sherry L. Onsen
Richard A Palucci
Karen Ann Palucki
Patrick A Paredes
Robin Ann Payton
Camille L. Piazza
Donald Edward Pigg
Vincent A. Piper
Neal P. Podell
Sherry A Pollard
Linda Kaye Pressler
David Harrison Pridemore
Constance M. Quednau
Laura G. Rasche
John William Rausch
Francisco Reyes Jr.
Margaret Mary Reynders
Anne E. Rosen
Victoria Joan Ruelas
Kell n M. Saunders

Paula J . Smith
Nadia A. Sperry
John P. Spomar
Lisa Marie Spuehler
Bonnie Sue Sl John
Carol Ann Stankus
Linda Corison Starzyk
Eileen Marie Stawczyk
Kathy S. Stewart
Gale S. Storen
Donna M. Such
Regina A. Taylor-Moffett
Mary Melissa Taylor
Alan M. Teeter
Aimee Lynn Thompson
Rosalee Rae Thompson
Richard John Tippett
Kimberly Ann Tonelli
Julia Ann Ulaszek
Paula M. Vanbeek
Charlot M. Webb
Alyce Joan Weishaar
Beverly Ann Wende
Patricia Ann Wernet
Clemerstean Wheat
Cynthia White
Sandra Mae White
Patrick A Whited
Lawrence A. Wight
Angela Ingrid Willis
Jeff A. Willsea
Judith Anne Winkel
Lorraine M. Wood
Janice L. Wrona
Gloria Jean Zadkovic. .
Raymond Tom Zema1t1s

r,<;;i~:t~n~=g~~~sAnderson

~~i~:Cil~~:hoff

~r~ ~. ~n~

~olene Theresa Boucher
J'herlyn Ruthe Boyer
~everly Lynn Brown
~aren s. Bulmer
)>iane Marie Bunnell
!famara Sue Burdick
fv1ichael Patrick Burke
•P
J B
M..
:Nancy J . Caliendo
:christopher c . Carlson
•Theresa z. Carlson
:OOnna Marie Ceglarski
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PURDY Cont'd from p. 1
who because of his decades of
message. In any case, he notes, it
is the listener who has the active
role.
"The author's intent is there,
but the meaning is created also in
the listener. People determine the
meaning too," he explains. "We've
shifted our emphasis from authors
and text to listeners...
Dr. Purdy has collected listening techniques, research and listening skill-building stories from
specialists in the field in his new
book, "Listening in Everyday Life:
A Personal and Professional Approach... The book tells how to listen for results and use the
untapped power of receptive
communication.
He and co-editor Deborah
Borisoff, a professor at New York
University, wrote the textbpok
with assistance from leaders in
the field, including Ralph Nichols,

research into listening, has been
called the "father of listening,"
and Manny Stei~ a consultant to
major industry on listening
techniques for managers and
employees.
The book is instructive, giving
information on intra and interpersonal listening, the role gender
plays in listening, intercultural
listening and conflict managemenl The book also addresses listening techniques for work enironments. such as education
lawyer-client relationships, cus~
tomer service and other fields.
Dr. Purdy said the last several
years colleges have been offering
programs in listening as an area of
communication. Governors State
offers bachelor's and master's
degrees in communication studies.
For more information, call Dr.
Purdy at (708) 534-5000, extension
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Need Help? Bogged down in
paperwork? Tired of typing or data
entry errorS? Need fast and accurate wordprocessing/com·
puterized accounting services?
Let TVM Computer Services
assist Students and Small Businesses with wordprocessing and
accounting needs. For more information call (708) 389-8918. For
students, reasonable rates.
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Sp1·ing Break: Cancun, Bahamas
f~om ~259. 00 inclu_des roundtrip

a1r, 7 mghts hotel, parties, free admission, hotel taxes and more!
Organize a small group. Earn free
trip. 1 (800) Beach il

TVM Computer Services is otfering computer courses at Governors State University during the
FalVWinter semesters. Courses
offered are MSDos, Wordperfect,
Lotus 123, Peachtree Com·
puterized Accounting. For more
information call (708) 389-8918.
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